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Background

- Convolution & Im2col
- Col2im & Backward Operators
- Pooling Operators
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Convolution - Input Kernel
Im2col: Convolution $\rightarrow$ GEMM
Col2im & Backward Operators

- Propagates Im2col
  - Backward
Col2im & Backward Operators

- Propagates Im2col
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Overlapping Im2col & Col2im
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Overlapping Im2col & Col2im

- Im2col: Duplicates

![Im2col Diagram]

![Col2im Diagram]
Overlapping Im2col & Col2im

- **Im2col**: Duplicates
- **Col2im**: Merges
Pooling Operators

- Maxpool
  - Max Value
Pooling Operators

- Maxpool
  - Max Value
The DaVinci Architecture

- AI Core
- Fractal Memory Layout
- Im2col & Col2im Instruction
DaVinci - AI Core

- Cube Unit
  - Matrix Multiplication
- Vector Unit
  - Pooling
- Scalar Unit
DaVinci - AI Core

- Scratch-Pad Memories
DaVinci - AI Core

- Scratch-Pad Memories
- SCU: Storage Conversion Unit
- Global Memory
DaVinci - Fractal Memory Layout

NCHW → NC₁HWC₀

- C₁ = ⌈C/C₀⌉
- C₀ = 16
  - (Float16)
Im2col Instruction

- Loads fractals
  - \( \text{NC}_1 \text{HWC}_0 \)
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- Inputs are fractals
  - NC₁HWC₀
Im2col & Col2im Based Pooling
Forward Pooling

Input UB → Maxpool UB → Mask UB

Input GM → Load → Maxpool UB → Store → Maxpool GM

Mask UB → Store → Mask GM
Forward Pooling
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Forward Pooling

Input UB → Maxpool UB → Mask UB

Load → Maxpool GM → Mask GM

Diagram showing the flow of data through different units and buffers.
Forward Pooling
Forward Pooling

- Input UB
  - Load
  - Maxpool
  - Maxpool UB
  - Store
  - Maxpool GM

- Mask UB
  - Store
  - Mask GM
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Forward Pooling + Mask

Input UB → Maxpool → Maxpool UB → Mask UB → Mask GM

Input GM → Load → Maxpool UB → Store → Maxpool GM

Mask UB → Store → Mask GM

Diagram showing various buffer and unit connections, including LOC, Cube Unit, Vector Unit, Scalar Unit, L0B Buffer, L0B Buffer, Unified Buffer, HBM, DDR, L2 Buffer, and Global Memory.
Forward Pooling + Mask
Im2col-Based Forward Pooling (+ Mask)
Backward Pooling

Mask UB
  ↓ Load
  ↓ Mask GM
Gradient UB
  ↓ Load
  ↓ Gradient GM
Output_Mask UB
  Merge
  ↓ Output UB
  ↓ Store
  ↓ Output GM
Backward Pooling
Backward Pooling
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![Diagram of Backward Pooling process]
Backward Pooling
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Gradient UB
Load
Gradient GM

Output_Mask UB

Output UB
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Output GM
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Matrix:
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0 0 0 Y 0
0 0 X 0 0

Diagram showing various units and buffers, including LOC Buffer, Cube Unit, Vector Unit, Scalar Unit, LOB Buffer, Unified Buffer, and AI Core.
Backward Pooling

- Mask UB
  - Load
    - Mask GM
- Gradient UB
  - Load
    - Gradient GM
- Output_Mask UB
- Merge
- Output UB
  - Store
    - Output GM

Matrix:

```
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Y 0
0 0 X 0 0
```
Col2im-Based Backward Pooling
Avgpool
Avgpool

Diagram showing the flow of data from Mask UB, Gradient UB, and Output_Mask UB to Output UB, with operations such as Load and Store.
Experimental Evaluation

- InceptionV3 Comparison
- Stride Tests
## Maxpool Inputs in CNNs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>Input 1</th>
<th>Input 2</th>
<th>Input 3</th>
<th>Input 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InceptionV3</td>
<td>147,147,64</td>
<td>71,71,192</td>
<td>35,35,288</td>
<td>17,17,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xception</td>
<td>147,147,128</td>
<td>74,74,192</td>
<td>37,37,728</td>
<td>19,19,1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resnet50</td>
<td>112,112,64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>224,224,64</td>
<td>112,112,64</td>
<td>56,56,256</td>
<td>28,28,512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
InceptionV3 - Maxpool Forward

- Maxpool
- Maxpool with Im2col

Cycle Count

Input Shape

(1, 48, 17, 17, 16)
(1, 18, 35, 35, 16)
(1, 12, 71, 71, 16)

Maxpool + Mask
Maxpool + Mask with Im2col

Cycle Count

Input Shape

(1, 48, 17, 17, 16)
(1, 18, 35, 35, 16)
(1, 12, 71, 71, 16)
InceptionV3 - Maxpool Backward

![Graph showing cycle count for different input shapes.](image_url)
Stride Tests - Speedup

Stride = (2,2)

Stride = (3,3)
Stride Tests - Slowdown

Stride = (1,1)

- Maxpool
- Maxpool with Im2col
- Maxpool with expansion

Cycle Count

Input Height and Width
Stride Tests - XY Split

Stride = (2,2)
Conclusion

- DaVinci’s Im2col & Col2im Instructions
- Im2col/Col2im Based Pooling in DaVinci
- Experimental Evaluation
  - Speedups up to 5.8x
  - Improvements for all but (1,1) stride
  - Superior to the X-Y split
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